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Why Russia would never let Assad fail can be explained in maps! 
 

We know that Russia covers 9 time zones but still see it as a Euro-Asian power, forgetting that it is a 
Pacific power too. 

 
There are only three places where Russia can directly trade with the wider world: 

 

1. the Pacific (Vladivostok), 
2. the Baltic (St. Petersburg) and 
3. the Black Sea (Sebastopol in the Crimea). 

 
It is this Russian obsession with warm water ports that has driven its expansionism for hundreds of 
years. 

 

 

Its Naval ports are in Murmansk in its West and Vladivostok in its East: 
 

 
 

Russia’s principal Naval base is Murmansk, in its North-West, which permits Russia’s access to the 
Atlantic. It is located north of the Arctic Circle, on the Barents Sea and on the Kola Peninsula near 
Russia's borders with Finland and Norway. Despite very cold winters, the sea does 
not freeze because of the Gulf Stream. 
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Russia’s principal naval base in the Pacific is in Vladivostok. It is historically a cold weather port 
though it is mostly ice-free today in winter. 

 

 
 

Russia’s Black Sea fleet is based in Sebastopol in the Crimea. It is a warm weather port which Russia 
considers to be a part of itself. These are the three reasons it invaded. 
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Sebastopol in the Black sea gives it access to the Mediterranean and this is why, despite the West’s 
protestations, Russia will never let it go. 

 

 

Throughout the Cold War, the West’s influence in the Middle East was focussed on Israel, Jordan, 
Lebanon and the GCC. Russia’s sphere was Syria, Iraq and Yemen. Turkey’s single aim – to prevent 
Kurdistan. 

 

 

Russia has long maintained a naval base at Tartus. It has expanded over the last 5 years as Russia’s 
only warm weather port outside its own territory. Because of this essential naval base Russia would 
never let Syria fall, hence its support to Assad. 
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As soon as Syria’s fall became likely, Russia successfully and quickly projected an expeditionary air 
and land brigade to Khmeimim Air Base located near the Syrian port city of Latakia to support it and 
protect Tartus. Tartus had been left free to operate by the West. This was the war’s tipping point 
and Tartus its stimulant. Without Assad Russia would lose Tartus. Previously, Syria’s air and land 
forces had relied on Iranian support, largely in the form of Hezbollah irregular forces based in 
Lebanon. The US-led coalition of complex air and SF force in Syria was successfully countered by the 
Russian projection of complex air and land capabilities which protected Tartus, maintained Assad in 
power and helped defeat IS, the latter in curious co-incidence to the aims of the West. 

 

 

 
 
 

In the years to come, we will see 8 reasons why the West failed to replace Assad and why Syria won 
its war: 

 
1. Russia’s textbook combined military and air intervention to protect Tartus via its support of 

Assad’s to ensure Syria’s geographical integrity. 
2. Assad’s ability to control Syria’s army, the Syrian army’s capability and will to win. 
3. The West’s reliance on air and its failure to intervene on the ground excepting through SF 

support to Syria’s anti-Assad proxy forces. 
4. Revealing to the West’s enemies its lack of will to confront IS and fuelling support from 

Iran via Hezbollah and fundamental elements within the GCC. 
5. The West’s failure to see the Naval dimension of a coastal-state Syria whilst Russia did. 
6. The West’s military enemy in Syria changing from Assad to IS who were also Syria’s enemy. 
7. Turkey’s detestation of the Syrian Kurds neutralised their anti-Assad capability 
8. Meaning the effective aims of the West, Russia and Assad converged towards eradicating IS 

and enabling Assad to maintain Syrian leadership. 
 

With its many tragedies and the utter despair of its people, Syria is a sad example of “sea blindness” 
for the West in general and the United Kingdom in particular. For too many of us, we see land in our 
maps rather than the seas between them. It is only by control of the sea that power of scale can be 
projected on land. With our new carriers coming into service a whole new maritime strategy will 
emerge for the UK. They offer a re-generated amphibious capability, a larger maritime logistic 
support capability with all the accompanying growth in the surface and submarine fleets that will be 
required to forward position them around the world. This strengthened presence is essential to 
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uphold the rules-based international order that enables global security but which is threatened 
from the Baltic to the Indo-Pacific. We will not have long to protect it. Perhaps, unwittingly, Syria is 
a sign that we are all “Navalists” now. 
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